Open Air Gallery
Ski & Snowshoe Trail

January 1 - March 27, 2022

MEGAN E. BARRY ESCAPE FROM NATURE/ESCAPE TO NATURE

TED CERALDI Debate

BRIAN GLUCK Cedar Arch

FLYWHEEL INDUSTRIAL ARTS Milled, Welded and Sprung

CHRISTOPHER CURTIS Urban Cliff Dwelling

HCA SCENE SHOP WE <3 VT PEACE Ant 2.0

TRINA GRIER Festival Flags #3

TREVOR CORP Fractured

PIPER STRONG Red Dragon

AXEL STOHLBERG untethered

ISABELLA OEHRY Stone Flakes Trouble on the Farm

GERALD STONER Circus Series #17 Solstice Series #3

NEON PICNIC North Sea Winter Garden

HARRY BESETT Snow Gauges

HARLAN MACK Last Wind Nimbus

JAMES TEUSCHER Bridges

WILLOW BASCOM Freedom

NANCY SWAIN RIEGE untitled

BRENT MCCOY Shapes in a Field

DON MARSH untitled

Open dawn to dusk

Start on HCA's patio and head up the hill through the arches

Out and back is approx. 2 miles

Trail is not always groomed—follow the art & skis

Please do not touch the artwork